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Rotork is the global market leader in valve 
automation and flow control. Our products and 
services are helping organisations around the 
world to improve efficiency, assure safety and 
protect the environment.

We strive always for technical excellence, innovation and  
the highest quality standards in everything we do. As a  
result, our people and products remain at the forefront of 
flow control technology.

Uncompromising reliability is a feature of our entire product 
range, from our flagship electric actuator range through to 
our pneumatic, hydraulic and electro-hydraulic actuators, as 
well as instruments, gearboxes and valve accessories.

Rotork is committed to providing first class support to  
each client throughout the whole life of their plant, from 
initial site surveys to installation, maintenance, audits and 
repair. From our network of national and international  
offices, our engineers work around the clock to maintain  
our position of trust.

Rotork. Keeping the world flowing.
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Rotork is the global market leader in valve 
automation and flow control solutions. 

We provide a comprehensive range of valve 
actuators, controls and associated equipment, 
as well as a variety of valve actuator services 
including commissioning, preventive 
maintenance and retrofit solutions.

We are committed to providing the marketplace 
with the latest technology, consistent high 
quality, innovative designs, outstanding 
reliability and superior performance.

Rotork's engineering teams are experts in the design and 
implementation of actuation solutions for all circumstances 
and environments. Our knowledge base draws upon  
previous installations and environmental situations from  
all around the world.

Rotork Controls are able to meet the specialised control 
needs of our customers in all industrial areas and for all 
applications. Our actuators are used in chemical, power, 
municipal water and waste water plants as well as on oil and 
gas upstream and downstream applications.

With nearly sixty years of engineering and manufacturing 
expertise, we have tens of thousands of successful valve 
actuator installations throughout the world.

All Rotork actuators are compatible with a wide range 
of communication and controls systems by including 
the appropriate option card. Our own PakscanTM system 
compliments the open systems from Foundation Fieldbus®, 
Profibus®, Modbus® and DeviceNet®. Innovative actuation 
technology together with expert bus system knowledge 
ensures that Rotork can always provide the ideal solution for 
your actuation needs.

UK head office 
tel +44 (0)1225 733200 
email mail@rotork.com

USA 
tel +1 (585) 247 2304 
email info@rotork.com

A full listing of our worldwide sales and service network is 
available on our website at www.rotork.com

Introduction
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Rotork Controls has manufacturing facilities and 
offices throughout the world with headquarters 
in Bath UK.

The Rotork global sales and service network supports all 
Rotork Controls products. This network is the biggest global 
actuation support organisation in the world with direct sales 
offices and agents in all industrialised countries. Worldwide 
customer service and field support provides quick and 
effective response to customer requirements.

Rotork Controls manufactures actuators and network systems 
at eight locations around the world in UK, USA, Germany, 
Spain, China, Malaysia and India. These sites provide 
manufacturing, research and development, service, technical 
support and factory fit facilities to all our customers.

Rotork Controls has the knowledge and expertise to design 
and provide the highest level of actuation product reliability to 
our customers wherever they are located around the world.

Worldwide Manufacturing

Rotork Sales Offices and Agents

Rotork Manufacturing Plants, Sales Offices and Agents

Rotork Sales Agents
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5Keeping the World Flowing

Research and Development

Rotork continually researches new technologies 
and develops innovative and industry leading 
products. We have dedicated research and 
development centres around the world that  
all work together to produce the strongest  
line of valve actuation products available on  
the market today.

The continual development of our products allows our 
customers to benefit from the latest technologies such as 
wireless network control and highly accurate, extremely fast 
motor driven operation of valves.

Rotork made it's name by creating innovative product designs 
and clever solutions to age old problems. We are proud to 
continue that tradition and offer our customers product that 
is constantly ahead of the competition.

Committed to Innovation

At every stage in the company's history, Rotork's engineers 
have focused on solving customer challenges - and developing 
new solutions - with levels of engineering skill and creativity 
that our competitors still cannot match. Some innovations 
are adopted almost immediately, whilst others may require 
thousands of hours of testing and certification before they 
can be offered to our customers.

Many of Rotork's earliest innovations are still in use today 
including double-sealing and non-intrusive setting:

Double-sealing – o-rings in the terminal compartment 
completely seal off the terminal compartment from the main 
actuator housing, preventing any water ingress, even with the 
cover removed.

Non-intrusive setting – the use of wireless communication 
tools and control knobs that do not penetrate the actuator 
enclosure mean actuators can be set and configured without 
the removal of covers. This protects internal components from 
environmental harm and further ensures reliability.

With every product that Rotork develops, you can be sure of 
one thing: That quality and reliability are an integral part.
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Quality AssuranceTest Facilities

Rotork Controls is committed to providing our 
customers with robust and dependable products 
that meet or exceed their expectations. To that 
end, we have engineered custom test systems 
to ensure proper operation and functionality of 
our products as well as assist in our research and 
product development endeavors.

Our test facilities are located at all of our manufacturing 
centres. Every product is tested and qualified before shipment 
to customers. Our products are manufactured to comply with 
stringent quality testing from standards authorities around the 
world including:

• BSi - British Standards Institution

• UKAS - United Kingdom Accreditation Service

• Bureau Veritas Certification (formerly BVQI)

• Code of Federal Regulations (for Nuclear qualification)

• CSA - Canadian Standards Assocation

• ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers

• ISO 9000 - International Organisation for Standardisation

• IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

• FM Approvals

All Rotork Controls products are designed and manufactured 
to the highest levels of performance and reliability.

Rotork products are designed and manufactured 
to the highest possible level of engineering –  
a principle which drives all areas of our business. 
To facilitate this objective a documented Quality 
Management system has been established in 
accordance with ISO9001 : 2008. This quality 
management system embraces every aspect of 
the companies business and involves all  
company personnel.

Rotork is committed to:

• Effectively communicating the importance of meeting 
customer needs throughout our organisation

• Establishing appropriate levels of competency  
for all personnel

• Providing products that comply with all statutory  
and regulatory requirements

• Actively promoting our quality policy and helping 
personnel understand and implement the relevant 
aspects of the policy in their day-to-day responsibilities

We are also committed to maintaining compliance with our 
Quality Management System and to continually working to 
improve its effectiveness. Quality objectives with measurable 
outputs are established for relevant functions within 
the organization. These are reviewed and monitored for 
effectiveness at Management Review Meetings and form  
the basis for implementing improvement measures. 

Our Quality Policy, Quality Manual and procedural documents 
are periodically reviewed for adequacy and effectiveness.  
Copies are available to interested parties upon request.
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7Keeping the World Flowing

Worldwide Service Network

The Rotork worldwide service network not only 
ensures lifelong product service anywhere in the 
world, it also offers facilities such as factory fit 
options to allow your actuator / gearbox / valve 
combinations to be assembled in our factories by 
our qualified engineers.

Rotork supplies gauranteed quality service for all our products. 
We still service some of the first actuators that Rotork ever 
produced and with some installations still providing reliable 
service 40 years after installation, we are proud of our history 
of reliability.

Rotork Site Services supports all the Rotork divisions.  
Site Services engineers are dedicated to providing customers 
with on-site support, installation and commissioning. Rotork 
has a wealth of experience in retrofitting new actuators to 
valves, penstocks and dampers installed on existing plant, as 
well as the factory assembly of new valves and actuators for 
plant upgrades and extensions. 

Designing and Installing 

To help clients find the best actuation solution for each 
application, our experienced engineers become involved from 
the earliest stages of many projects.

During installation and commissioning we work closely 
with partners, often as part of very large project teams. Our 
engineers provide the best possible integration with almost 
any valve hardware and the most complex control systems.

Maintenance and Certification 

To maximise the working life of actuators, avoid unit failures 
and eliminate unplanned downtime, Rotork provides tailored 
packages of preventative maintenance.

Where required, we help customers put in place effective 
inventory management, to help highlight priorities and guide 
decision-making.

Our maintenance programmes cover regular servicing through 
to refurbishment and end-of-life replacement, taking into 
account the duties of each actuator. 

On sites where regular re-certification is a legal requirement, 
Rotork engineers are able to carry out the necessary 
inspections and provide the statutory paperwork.

Our full range of Site Services includes:

• Comprehensive Client Support Programme designed 
to reduce customer maintenance downtime, increase 
production efficiency and reduce costs – see page 22

• Emergency and planned service

• Actuator overhauls

• Health checks

• Preventative maintenance

• Retrofitting actuators to existing valves

• Shutdown outages

• Certified inspection and safety checks

• Factory fitting of actuators to new valves

• Plant optimisation

• Repairs and upgrades

• Loan actuator service

• System automation projects

• Extended scope automation projects
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Rotork Controls is the largest division 
within the Rotork Group. Specialising 
in electric valve actuators and controls 
for all applications, it is the largest 
independent manufacturer in its sector. 

Manufacturing plants are located in the 
UK, USA, China, Malaysia, India,  
Germany and Spain.

Rotork Controls remains the leading innovator and supplier  
of electrically-operated valve actuators and control systems. 
Our products were the first to feature advances such as the  
double-sealed enclosure, non-intrusive infra-red commissioning 
and intelligent predictive maintenance capabilities. 

A large proportion of research, development, manufacturing 
and testing remains at our head office in Bath, UK, although 
our centres in North America and Asia also play a major part 
in all these functions. Rotork Controls is headquartered in 
Bath on the same site as the Group R&D centre.

In addition to our traditional multi-turn and part-turn 
actuators, Rotork Controls manufactures highly accurate 
rotary and linear actuators for process control applications 
and explosionproof actuators and controls for industrial 
heating, ventilation and air conditioning applications.

Rotork Controls delivers the following product ranges:

• Intelligent multi-turn and part-turn valve actuators

• Part-turn / rotary and linear control valve actuators

• Heavy-duty part-turn / rotary and linear valve actuators

• Small part-turn / rotary valve actuators

• Explosionproof actuators, sensors, switches and controls

• Network control systems

Product Range

Multi- 
Turn

Part-Turn 
& Rotary

Linear 
Drive

Lever 
Arm

Network 
Control
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Intelligent, Non-Intrusive Electric Valve Actuators

The IQM range combines Rotork’s motor and gearing 
technology developed over 50 years, with the latest electronic 
techniques used in IQ to produce the IQM modulating range. 

• Torque range 12 to 550 Nm (9 to 400 lbf.ft)

• Thrust range with linear output IQML 16 kN to 57 kN 
(3,500 to 12,800 lbf)

• Modulating duty on valves and dampers

• Up to 1,200 starts / hour

• S4 – 50% duty

• Solid state starter

• Dynamic breaking facility, for high accuracy

 IQM – Multi-turn modulating actuators

IQH provides a range of high output speeds while being 
generally irreversible and therefore provides a self-locking 
ability by the actuator for the valve. Developed for diverter 
valves in meter prover applications, IQH provides fast 
operation with positive seating without backdriving. 

• Multi-turn and part-turn

• High speed - self locking capability

• Non-intrusive set-up

• Clear user friendly controls and indication

• Simplified torque and position control for  
increased reliability

• Flexible and comprehensive control and indication

• On-board datalogger

• IrDA compatible for local and remote actuator  
analysis via PC

• IQ insight & IQ Pocket Insight software tools for set-up, 
analysis, asset management and diagnostics

 IQH – High speed actuators

Benefiting from all the features of the IQ, IQS actuators are 
single phase versions of IQ actuators.  

• Torque range 65 to 450 Nm (48 to 332 lbf.ft)

 IQS – Single-phase actuators

Benefiting from all the features of the IQ, IQD actuators are 
direct current versions of IQ actuators. 

• Torque range 34 to 305 Nm (25 to 225 lbf.ft)

 IQD – Direct currect DC actuators

The Rotork IQ sets the standard as the world's most advanced 
intelligent, non-intrusive electric actuator ensuring safe and 
reliable valve operations in the most arduous environments. 

Plant efficiency is optimised through the IQ remote feedback 
and local detailed display and analysis tools. 

The IQ is available with multi-turn or part-turn / rotary 
configurations. Linear adaption is also available. The IQ can 
support isolating or regulating duties. 

• Non-intrusive infra-red or Bluetooth® technology for  
simple configuration

• Rugged construction double-sealed to prevent water and  
dust ingress during site wiring (IP66/IP68 - 7 m, 72 hrs)

• Highly intuitive user interface with multilingual text display  
for status and setup 

• Oil bath lubricated

• Detachable thrust bases across the entire range

• Explosionproof option available 

• Approved for use in SIL applications

• Multi-turn direct drive: 14 to 3,000 Nm (10 to 2,200 lbf.ft) 
Secondary gearboxes are available

• Single-phase, three-phase and DC supplies

• Comprehensive software tools for plant records and  
valve performance analysis

• Configurable datalogger functionality, including  
service alarms

• Digital, analogue or bus system remote control and  
status reporting

• Valve position monitoring during power loss through  
simple and robust Rotork patented absolute encoder

• Actuator display and remote contacts are maintained in  
the event of power supply failure

IQ actuator variants are available to suit specialised applications 
as listed on this page and p15. 

See PUB002-001 for further details.

 IQ – Multi-turn actuators
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Multi-turn Electric Valve Actuators

The AWTM is based on the AWT SynchroSET version of 
actuator, with added wear resistance through the utilisation 
of the stainless steel IQM centre column.

A suitably rated low inertia motor has been incorporated. 
This along with the omission of the ‘Hammerblow’ backlash 
feature allows faster reversal response.

• Modulating duty 

• No backlash

• Rugged design

• Optional local controls

See publication PUB005-004 for further details.

 AWTM – Modulating multi-turn actuators

AWTM
range

The A / AWT range combines the qualities of a robust  
electric motor and a well proven simple mechanical drive.  
Total environmental sealing to IP68 allows the inclusion of 
integral motor starter and control electronics.

• Torque range:

 Direct drive 14 to 3,000 Nm (10 to 2,200 lbf.ft)

 Multi-turn up to 40,800 Nm (30,000 lbf.ft)

 Part-turn with IW gearbox up to 250,000 Nm  
(185,000 lbf.ft)

• Oil bath lubricated IP68 double-sealed option

• Complete integral motor control or customer supplied 
motor control. Separate motor control available where 
required (syncroset actuator)

• Isolating and regulating duty

See publication PUB005-001 for further details.

 A and AWT – Multi-turn actuators

A/AWT
range

Remote Hand Station enables remote operation, interrogation 
and configuration of IQ 3rd generation actuators. For use 
when the actuator is located in a hazardous, inconvenient or 
unpleasant location.

• Installation using standard data cable, up to 100 metres  
 away from the actuator

• Powered via the attached actuator (24 VDC output)

• Explosionproof option available 

• Actuator data logs available locally and remotely

See PUB002-056 for further details.

IQ
range

 IQ Remote Hand Station
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11Keeping the World Flowing

Part-turn and Rotary Electric Valve Actuators

Incorporating advanced features from the IQ range, the 
IQT Pro is a direct drive, part-turn actuator with simple 
commisioning and troubleshooting, real time diagnostics and 
comprehensive bus compatibility.

• Simple configuration and commissioning non-intrusively 
using infra-red technology

• Secure self-locking output for butterfly valve and dampers 
without the use of additional brakes

• Direct drive quarter-turn output

• Variable output speed

• Torque range 50 to 2,000 Nm (36 to 1,475 lbf.ft)

• Rugged construction double-sealed to prevent water and 
dust ingress during site wiring (IP66/IP68 - 7 m, 72 hrs)

• Oil bath lubricated

• Highly intuitive user interface with multilingual text 
display for status and setup 

• Single-phase, three-phase and DC supplies

• Comprehensive software tools for plant records and valve 
performance analysis

• Configurable datalogger functionality

• Digital, analogue or bus system remote control and  
status reporting

• Actuator display and remote contacts are maintained in 
the event of power supply failure

• Clear, user friendly controls and indication

• Explosionproof option available 

• Approved for use in SIL application

IQT actuator variants are available to suit specialised 
applications as listed on this page and p12.

See PUB002-001 for further details.

 IQT Pro – Part-turn actuators

The modulating version of the IQT has solid state motor 
switching and includes fast response remote control circuits 
for rapid response to control signals. The IQTM is suitable for 
up to 1,200 starts per hour.

 IQTM – Part-turn modulating actuators

The IQT Failsafe actuator provides valve failsafe operation by 
utilising power from a battery source during AC supply mains 
failure. Under normal supply conditions the actuator operates 
from the site AC electrical supply. On loss of this supply the 
actuator automatically switches over to receive power from 
a 24 VDC supply allowing control of the valve to a defined 
failsafe position.

IQT Failsafe Pro Type 1 - External Failsafe

Suitable for use in hazardous and nonhazardous locations, 
Type 1 includes connection for a customer supplied 24 VDC 
supply in addition to the normal AC supply.

IQT Failsafe Pro Type 2 - Battery Failsafe

Suitable for use in non-hazardous locations only, Type 2 
includes a battery located in the actuator terminal cover, 
charged from an integral charging system when AC power is 
applied to the actuator.

• Same performance as standard IQT

• Three-phase, single-phase and  
DC power supplies (type 1 only)

• Modulating duty option

• Full-turn and multiport option

 IQTFS – Part-turn failsafe actuators

Specifically designed to meet the needs of modern warship 
design, the IQTN has been independently tested for shock 
tolerance and meets the requirements of most worldwide 
surface ship applications.

The Rotork IQTN actuator offers a low cost, reliable, virtually 
maintenance free, light weight 'fit and forget' solution 
which offers a myriad of control options fitting with the 
management of shipboard critical systems.

• Three-phase and single-phase power supplies

• Modulating duty option

• Full-turn and multiport option

• Shock tolerant

• Compact design, smaller than standard IQT

• Environmental protection to IP68 (7 m for 72 hours)

See PUB002-012 for further details.

 IQTN – Part-turn actuators for maritime
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Part-turn and Rotary Electric Valve Actuators

The Rotork CMQ delivers a range of sizes suitable for almost 
all part-turn valve and pump applications requiring exact 
position control and unrestricted continuous modulation.

• Up to 113 Nm (1,000 lbf.in) rated torque and  
124 N (1,100 lbf.in) shut off torque

• Can be powered by single-phase or direct current supplies

• Permanently lubricated and maintenance free drive train

• Capable of being mounted in any orientation

• Accurate and repeatable position control

• 4 to 20 mA loop powered, feedback signal

• Options: Local controls including positional display and 
fail-to-position Reserve Power Pack (RPP)

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 CMA (CMQ) – Part-turn control valve actuators

The Rotork CMR delivers a range of sizes suitable for almost 
all rotary control valve and pump applications requiring exact 
position control and unrestricted continuous modulation.

• Up to 28 Nm (250 lbf.in) rated torque,  
up to 45 Nm (400 lbf.in) rated torque with GB3 version

• Can be powered by single-phase or direct current supplies

• Permanently lubricated and maintenance free drive train

• Capable of being mounted in any orientation

• Accurate and repeatable position control

• 4 to 20 mA loop powered, feedback signal

• Options: Local controls including positional display and 
fail-to-position Reserve Power Pack (RPP)

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 CMA (CMR) – Rotary control valve actuators

With the same outline specification as IQTF, the IQTFM has 
an extended duty cycle for modulating applications. Includes 
special fast switching control inputs for hardwired control. 
Additional features listed on p11.

• Multi-turn and part-turn

• Slow speed operation for increased accuracy

• Clear user friendly controls and indication

• Simplified torque and position control for  
increased reliability

• Multiport controller options

See PUB002-006 for further details.

 IQTFM Pro – Full output turn modulating actuators

The IQTF provides extended output rotation for part-turn valve 
types requiring more than 90° for operation. Typical valves 
include 180° and 270° diverter valves and multiport manifolds 
requiring bi-directional 360° operation. The IQTF actuator has 
a low output speed for increased positional accuracy and may 
also be utilised for low turn, multi-turn applications where 
slow operation is required. Additional features listed on p11.

• Available for three-phase, single-phase or DC supplies

• Variable output speed

• Multiport controller option

• Secure self-locking output for butterfly valve and  
dampers without the use of additional brakes

• Standard duty S2/S3 25% 
Modulating duty S4 50%

See PUB002-006 for further details.

 IQTF Pro – Full output turn actuators
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13Keeping the World Flowing

Part-turn and Rotary Electric Valve Actuators 

The CVQ range of part-turn actuators provides an electrically 
powered process control operator suitable for most control 
valve types and sizes. The CVQ sets a new standard for 
process control valve actuators.

• Torque range 54 to 271 Nm (480 to 2,400 lbf.in)

• High performance, continuous unrestricted  
modulation duty - S9

• High resolution and repeatability

• Comprehensive datalogging

• Watertight IP68 and explosionproof enclosures

• Programmable fail-to-position option

• Separate, double-sealed terminal compartment

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 CVA (CVQ) – Part-turn control valve actuators

GPSA actuators provides integrated actuation control all in 
one, compact package. A two line, 16 character display and 
non-intrusive rotary switches comprise the actuator’s HMI.

• Rotation 90º to 20 turns 
Torque range up to 40 Nm (350 lbf.in)

•  Continuous unrestricted modulating duty

•  Integral PI (Proportional & Integral) control

•  Adjustable speed

•  Output characterization

•  Password protection

•  Non-intrusive setup and calibration  

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 GPSA – Rotary process control actuators

GPSA
range

Building on the simple specification of the ROM / RBM range, 
Rotork now offer a more complete control solution with the 
introduction of the new ROMpak.

ROMpak introduces: Local controls for ease of operation;  
Dual local indicators – mechanical and LED; Phase rotation 
correction for ease of installation. Options include: Bluetooth 
non-intrusive configuration, bus communication, Folomatic / 
CPT and datalogger.

• Torque range 35 to 650 Nm (25 to 480 lbf.ft)

• Efficient yet simple gearing

• Wide range of supply voltages available

• Single-phase, three-phase and DC options

• Watertight IP67 rating

See PUB008-001 for further details.

ROM
range

 ROM – Compact and lightweight design

The Q range is a single-phase part-turn direct drive electric 
actuator available in two versions, both environmentally sealed 
to IP68. Q standard for simple open / close duties where on 
/ off control is required and the Q Pak which incorporates a 
specially designed control interface module enabling operation 
from a variety of remote control signals.

• Torque range 30 to 406 Nm (22 to 300 lbf.ft)

• Rugged compact, double-sealed

• Positive travel limitation through externally adjustable 
mechanical stops

• Marine option

• Simple remote control for basic applications

See PUB007-001 for further details.

 Q – Single-phase part-turn actuators

Q
range
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Part-turn and Rotary Lever Arm Electric Actuators

The SM-1700 Series is ideally suited for dampers, vanes, 
valves and other process control applications requiring exact 
positioning control.

•  Rotation 90 to 120 degrees 
Torques from 67 to 271 Nm (50 to 200 lbf.ft)

•  Modulating Duty: 2,000 starts per hour

•  Automatic torque limiting

•  Self-locking drive system to hold in last position and 
prevent backdriving up to thrust rating

•  AC (single and three-phase) or DC input power versions

•  Temperature range from -40 to 85 °C (-40 to 185 °F)

See PUB041-001 for further details.

1700
series

 SM-1700 – Heavy duty rotary control

The SM-5000 Series is ideally suited for dampers, vanes, 
valves and other process control applications requiring high 
torque and exact positioning control.

•  Torques from 203 to 16,950 Nm (150 to 12,500 lbf.ft)

• 33 to 90 degrees rotation

•  Modulating Duty: 2,000 starts per hour

•  Manual override standard

•  Automatic torque limiting

•  Self-locking drive system to hold in last position and 
prevent backdriving up to thrust rating

• AC input power (single and three-phase)

•  Temperature range from -40 to 85 °C (-40 to 185 °F)

See PUB050-001 for further details.

5000
series

 SM-5000 – Heavy duty control actuators

The SM-6000 Series is ideally suited for dampers, vanes, 
valves and other process control applications requiring high 
speed, high torque and exact positioning control.

• Up to 313º rotation

• Torque range up to 35,256 Nm (26,000 lbf.ft)

• Double o-ring sealing

• Continuous unrestricted modulating duty

• HART, Profibus and Foundation Fieldbus available

• Temperature range from -40 to 85 ºC (-40 to 185 ºF)

• Automatic torque limiting

• Self-locking drive system to hold in last position and  
prevent backdriving

See PUB052-001 for further details.

6000
series

 Heavy-duty rotary actuators
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Linear Electric Valve Actuators 

The IQL (Linear) and IQML (Linear 
Modulating) range combines Rotork’s 
motor and gearing technology 
developed over 50 years, with the 
latest electronic techniques used in the  
3rd generation IQ to produce the IQL Linear  
and IQML modulating range.

• Torque range 12 to 550 Nm (9 to 400 lbf.ft) 
Thrust range with linear output IQML 16 kN to 55 kN 
(3,500 to 5,600 lbf)

• Modulating duty on valves and dampers

• Up to 1,200 starts/hour

• S4 – 50% duty

• Solid state starter

• Dynamic breaking facility, for high accuracy

See publication PUB002-001 for further details.

 IQL & IQML – Linear electric actuator

The CVL range of linear actuators provides an electrically 
powered process control operator suitable for most control 
valve types and sizes. The CVL sets a new standard for 
process control valve actuators.

• Thrust range 890 to 22,241 N (200 to 5,000 lbf)

• High performance, continuous unrestricted  
modulation duty - S9

• High resolution and repeatability

• Comprehensive datalogging

• Watertight IP68 and explosionproof enclosures

• Programmable fail-to-position option

• Separate, double-sealed terminal compartment

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 CVA (CVL) – Linear control valve actuators

The Rotork CML delivers a range of sizes suitable for almost 
all linear control valve and pump applications requiring exact 
position control and unrestricted continuous modulation.

• Up to 3,336 N (750 lbf) rated thrust and  
5004 N  (1,125 lbf) shut off thrust

• Can be powered by single-phase or direct current supplies

• Permanently lubricated and maintenance free drive train

• Capable of being mounted in any orientation

• Accurate and repeatable position control

• 4 to 20 mA loop powered, feedback signal

• Options: Local controls including positional display and 
fail-to-position Reserve Power Pack (RPP)

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 CMA (CML) – Linear control valve actuators
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Linear Electric Valve Actuators

The LA-2000 Series are self-contained, bi-directional,  
linear actuators internally geared to produce up to 7117 N 
(1,600 lbf) of thrust, and offer continuous modulating duty 
up to 2,000 starts per hour. 

• Permanently lubricated for any position mounting

• Internal or remote mounted amplifier

• Self-locking drive system to hold in last position and   
prevent backdriving up to thrust rating

• AC (single and three-phase) or DC input power versions

• Wide ambient temperature range

• Two year warranty

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

2400
series

 LA-2400 – Heavy duty linear valve actuator

A variety of speeds, thrusts and motors are available which 
make the LA-2000 Series ideally suited for reliable positioning 
of dampers, combustion controls, gates, diverters, variable 
speed drives, or other linear positioning applications. 

•  Thrusts from 3,558 to 27,355 N (800 to 6,150 lbf)

•  Stroke distance from 152 to 762 mm (6 to 30")

•  Modulating Duty: 2,000 starts per hour (indoor/outdoor)

•  Manual override standard

•  Automatic thrust limiting

•  Anti-condensation heater and thermostat

•  Self-locking drive system to hold in last position and  
prevent backdriving up to thrust rating

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 LA-2500/2600 – Heavy duty linear valve actuator

2500/
2600
series

GPSA actuators provides integrated actuation control all in 
one, compact package. A two line, 16 character display and 
non-intrusive rotary switches comprise the actuator’s HMI.

• Stroke distance up to 35 mm (1.375”) 
Thrust range up to 890 N (200 lbf)

•  Continuous unrestricted modulating duty

•  Integral PI (Proportional & Integral) control

•  Adjustable speed

•  Output characterization

•  Password protection

•  Non-intrusive setup and calibration  

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

 GPSA – Linear process control actuators

GPSA
range

The MV-1500 Series are linear, bidirectional actuators, 
designed to meet the exacting requirements for closed-
loop modulating positioning control. They can be applied 
to a variety of sliding stem valves to provide remote valve 
positioning for control of gases, steam or other liquids in 
various process control applications.

• Permanently lubricated for any position mounting

• A wide variety of speed/thrust combinations

• AC or DC input power versions

• Cushioned valve seating

• Wide ambient temperature range

• Full one year warranty

See publication PUB041-003 for further details.

1500
series

 MV-1500 – Linear valve actuator
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HVAC Solutions – Actuators & Control Systems

ExCos modulating sensors and ExBin binary switches are 
designed for use in hazardous areas. No additional modules 
in the panel required. No intrinsically safe wiring required. 
All parameters adjustable on site without additional tools or 
measuring devices. Sensors and switches for pressure, delta 
pressure, temperature and humidity available. Explosionproof 
design for all gases, mists, vapours and dust.

• Operating temperature range -20 to 50 ºC (-4 to 122 ºF)

• Measurement pressure range 0 Pa to ±7,500 Pa

• Measurement temp. range -40 to +125 °C (-40 to 257 ºF)

• Measurement humidity range 0 to 95% rH 

• Stainless steel housing (option)

• Certificates: ATEX, IECEx, CSA, Inmetro, Kosha, GOST,  
RTN and others

• Watertight IP66 rating, integrated junction box

ExMax + LIN and ExRun electric linear valve actuators are designed for 
use in Ex areas for all gases, mists, vapours and dust. Linear conversion 
for safety applications (failsafe operation) in combination with ExMax.

• Thrust range 500 to 10,000 N (112 to 2,248 lbf)

• Certificates: ATEX, IECEx, CSA, Inmetro, Kosha, GOST,  
RTN and others

• Optional spring-return configuration (1 second available), SIL2

• Control modes: On-off, 3 pos., modulating (0-10 VDC,  
4 to 20 mA)

• Watertight IP66 rating

• Stainless steel housing (option for ExMax)

• Temperature range: -40 to 50 ºC (-40 to 122 ºF)

• Optional extras: Ex-d auxiliary switch with 2 adjustable contacts 
(2 mounting options available); Ex-e terminal box; Manual override

ExMax electric 90º part-turn damper and valve actuators are 
designed for use in Ex areas for all gases, mists, vapours and dust.

• 24 to 240 VAC / VDC universal power supply

• Torque range 5 to 150 Nm (3.7 to 110.6 lbf.ft) 

• Certificates: ATEX, IECEx, CSA, Inmetro, Kosha, GOST,  
RTN and others

• Control modes: On-off, 3 pos., modulating (0-10 VDC,  
4 to 20 mA)

• Optional spring-return configuration (1 second available), SIL2

• Watertight IP66 rating

• Stainless steel housing (option)

• Temperature range: -40 to 50 ºC (-40 to 122 ºF)

• Optional extras: 2 external Ex-auxiliary switches; Ex-e 
terminal box; Safety temperature trigger; Manual override

ExReg controller system has been designed for use in Ex areas 
for all gases, mists, vapours and dust. In combination with 
Ex-actuators it is a closed loop control system for volume flow 
control (VAV, CAV), pressure, temperature and humidity.

• Operating temperature range -20 to 50 ºC (-4 to 122 ºF)

• Measurement differential pressure range 0 Pa to 300 Pa

• Measurement temp. range -40 to +125 °C (-40 to 257 ºF)

• Measurement humidity range 0 to 95% rH 

• Stainless steel housing (option)

• Certificates: ATEX, IECEx, CSA, Inmetro, Kosha, GOST,  
RTN and others

• Watertight IP66 rating, integrated junction box

• Integral PID loop

• Pre-defined parameter sets for the most common control tasks

• Can be configured on site in the hazardous location

ExMax

ExCos/ 
ExBin

ExReg

ExMax+Lin/ 
ExRunrange

range

range

range

 Part-turn explosionproof actuators

 HVAC sensors and switches

 Linear explosionproof actuators

 HVAC control systems
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Nuclear Certified Electric Valve Actuators

Rotork type NA actuators have been developed for use inside 
containment of PWR and BWR nuclear power stations, their 
use can be extended to other reactor designs wherein normal 
and abnormal conditions fall within the limits specified. NA 
actuators are manufactured in strict accordance with the 
latest quality procedures for use in nuclear environments 
and have been qualified for safety related duty in nuclear 
installations. The qualification is in accordance with US 
standard IEEE 382, 1996.

The advanced features of all Rotork’s nuclear actuators listed 
on this page include:

• 15 mins operation in any one hour unless specified

• Total environmental sealing

• Designed for active and passive duty

• Torque limiter brake options

• Thrust compensator options

• Inside and outside containment capability

See PUB004-001 for further details.

 NA – Nuclear applications (AC motors)

NA
range

Rotork type ND actuators have been developed for use 
Westinghouse AP1000 Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) 
nuclear power stations. ND actuators are manufactured in 
strict accordance with the latest quality procedures for use 
in nuclear environments and have been qualified for safety 
related duty in nuclear installations. The qualification is in 
accordance with Westinghouse specification APP-GW-VP-010.

• 5 mins operation in any one hour unless specified

• Plug and socket

• Detatchable thrust bases

Contact Rotork for further details.

 ND – Nuclear applications (DC motors)

ND
range

Rotork type NE actuators have been developed for use in EDF 
and Areva European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) nuclear power 
stations. NE actuators are manufactured in strict accordance 
with the latest quality procedures for use in nuclear 
environments and have been qualified for safety related duty 
in nuclear installations. The qualification is in accordance 
with RCC-E 2012 with amendments for the requirements of 
Hinkley Point C.

• Plug and socket

• Detatchable thrust bases

Contact Rotork for further details.

 NE – Nuclear applications

NE
range

Rotork Controls nuclear certified electric valve actuators 
are complimented by certified fluid power actuators and 
gearboxes from Rotork Fluid Systems and Rotork Gears.

See www.rotork.com for further details of nuclear certified  
fluid power actuators.

See PUB027-003 for further details of nuclear certified 
gearboxes.

 Nuclear range supporting products
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Bus Network Compatibility

In addition to Rotork's own Pakscan network system, detailed 
on p20, Rotork actuators are compatible with most industry 
standard fieldbus systems via network cards that are fitted in 
the main electronics enclosure.

Foundation Fieldbus®

Foundation Fieldbus has become widely accepted for use 
in process control systems. It’s primary feature is the ability 
to distribute control away from the central DCS. The Rotork 
Foundation Fieldbus interface card connects directly onto 
the standard Foundation H1 bus system. The ability to report 
extensive actuator feedback within a single input block as 
well as system diagnostic information makes Rotork the first 
choice for use with a Foundation Fieldbus system. 

• Foundation ITK inter-operability certified

• Fully compliant with IEC61158-2 standard

• Includes Link Master and LAS capability

• Independent HIST approval by major DCS vendors

• Full H1 Field capability

See PUB060-003 for further details.

DeviceNet®

DeviceNet is an Open Network Standard for communication 
networks using the main features of CAN bus in an industrial 
environment. The Rotork DeviceNet interface module 
provides easy access to actuator process control and feedback 
information. The Electronic Data Sheet description file is 
used to set up the actuator parameters to allow the systems 
performance to be optimised. The Rotork module has been 
certified by the Open DeviceNet Vendor Association to ensure 
its interoperability with other devices.

• Up to 63 devices on each network

• 4-wire cable, 2 for signal, 2 for power

• Trunk and Drop line permitted

• ODVA certified to ensure compatibility

• EDS electronic device description file

See PUB060-004 for further details. 

 Multiple fieldbus connectivity Profibus®

Profibus is a leading international network protocol for  
high speed data communications in industrial automation  
and control. The Rotork Profibus DP interface card provides 
comprehensive control and feedback data about the valve 
and actuator using DP-V0 cyclic communications whilst 
extended actuator diagnostics and configuration is included 
in the DP-V1 acyclic data supported by this module. EDD and 
DTM files allow the Rotork device to be incorporated into 
asset management systems giving access to performance 
critical parameters, whilst the independently certified GSD file 
guarantees device interoperability.

• RS485 Profibus DP V0 and V1 compliant

• Single and Dual Redundant options

• Fully meets IEC61158-3 standard

• Profibus PNO certified

• Supports speeds up to 1.5 Mbit/s

See PUB060-002 for further details. 

HART®

HART (Highway Addressable Remote Transducer) is a process 
control communication protocol. The signal consists of 
two parts, the analogue 4 to 20 mA current loop and a 
superimposed digital variable frequency signal. Traditionally 
the 4 to 20 mA loop is used for control and the superimposed 
digital signal for feedback, diagnostics and configuration. 
Configuration and feedback using the HART digital signal 
can be achieved using the host connected to the actuator to 
select the parameters required.

• Up to 63 devices on each network

• Electronic device description (DD) files

• HART 7 compatible

See PUB060-006 for further details.

Modbus®

Modbus remains the most popular process communication 
protocol in use today with the widest acceptance and highest 
number of applied systems of any automation protocol. 
Rotork’s Modbus interface card allows actuators to 
be connected to a 2-wire RS485 network for direct 
communication to a PLC or DCS using Modbus RTU protocol. 
As the Modbus protocol is so simple the system engineer 
has full control over the data flow on the highway and the 
information to be collected and controls implemented.

• RS485 2-wire RTU communication

• International open standard

• Single and Dual redundant options

• Integral Repeater modules included where necessary

• Up to 115 kbps

See PUB060-005 for further details.
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PakscanTM Bus Control System

Integration of the plant controls by use of network 
connectivity has been a hallmark of Rotork's actuator 
products for many years. The use of proprietary and open 
systems makes the commissioning of the plant and the 
subsequent control and monitoring a simple and reliable task.

All Rotork actuators are compatible with a wide range of 
communication and process controls systems by including the 
appropriate option card. The actuator reports status feedback, 
via the field highway, to the overall plant control system (DCS 
or PLC) and valve control commands are actioned.

Our own PakscanTM system compliments the open systems 
from Foundation Fieldbus®, Profibus®, Modbus® and 
DeviceNet®. Innovative technology together with expert bus 
system knowledge ensures that Rotork can always provide 
the ideal solution for the control system.

The Pakscan system provides the vital link between valve 
actuator and supervisory control. It is an intelligent, reliable, 
high integrity, fast and easy to install network between field 
equipment and the control room. It is specially designed 
for use with Rotork products. With their high reliability and 
efficiency, coupled with low maintenance costs, Pakscan 
networks have proved to be the unrivalled leader in valve 
actuator communications.

Most Rotork actuators can connect to Pakscan using an 
additional option module. Other equipment can connect 
using Pakscan adaptors.
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PakscanTM Bus Control System

The Pakscan P3 Field Mount (P3F) Master Station enhances 
the P3 range by allowing the Master Station to be mounted 
close to the process. Enclosed in an environmentally 
protected IP65 box, it provides (via a DCS or PLC) control 
and monitoring of 32 field units utilising serial or TCP/IP 
Modbus communications. Configuration is achieved using the 
comprehensive built in web pages.

See publication PUB059-030 for further details.

In-Vision is a SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition) software application for full, user friendly control 
of complex installations, such as oil storage depots and water 
treatment plants, where there may be a high number of 
actuators and process signals to control and display. Working 
with Pakscan and running on a standard PC, In-Vision offers 
a highly flexible series of graphic displays and controls that 
allow plant managers to view and control all aspects of their 
process at a fraction of the cost of other comparable systems. 

See publication PUB059-024 for further details.

The Pakscan P3 Master Station incorporates a local HMI 
which has a full colour integral display showing the status of 
all the field devices, the current state of the communications 
ports, system alarms and diagnostic information plus actuator 
control and set up facilities. The simple 5 button keypad 
provides easy navigation through the display screens.

Remote access to the asset management features are available 
via the built in web pages as well as the status, diagnostic, 
set up and control facilities provided by the local HMI. Asset 
management information includes historical Master Station 
command log, host port analyser, automatic alarm notification 
via email and event loggers for both the Master Station and 
field control units. Web security is provided by named IP 
access, https (secure web pages) and password protection.

The two serial and two ethernet host ports allow for 
redundant communication. The Pakscan pre-configured 
database and vast interface experience ensure smooth 
integration with any Modbus host system. 

See PUB059-030 for further details. 

Pakscan P3 Wireless maintains control of actuators and other 
field devices over a secure wireless mesh network, as well as 
gathering extensive operating data for efficient, centralised 
asset management.

Whether you are installing a completely new control network 
or adding to an existing wired installation, Pakscan P3 Wireless 
provides a secure, resilient control and monitoring solution.

With its flexible wireless connectivity, it allows you to add new 
actuators to your control systems faster, without the delays 
and costs involved in new cable runs. Because of its fast data 
throughput, it can collect all the operating data you need to 
both monitor and predict the maintenance needs of Rotork 
actuators.

The P3 Wireless network has been designed to provide high 
levels of security and a degree of redundancy similar to Rotork 
2-wire systems. P3 Wireless, like P3 2-wire, is fully integrated 
and controlled through the Pakscan P3 Master Station.

See publication PUB059-001 for further details.

 Pakscan P3 Wireless

 Pakscan P3F field mount Master Station  In-Vision – Powerful, user friendly

 Pakscan P3 Master Station
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Projects, Services and Retrofit

Client Support Programme

Rotork offers a premium level of product 
reliability and availability through the flexible 
Client Support Programme (CSP). Designed to 
facilitate the highest production demands while 
providing a tiered approach to maintenance, 
the CSP is committed to reducing maintenance 
downtime and costs.

Through consultation, the CSP is tuned to deliver the optimum 
level of maintenance through predictive maintenance 
algorithms.

Features of the CSP are:

• Fixed term prices for Rotork products and services

• Customisable cover based on equipment criticality  
to production

• Equipment performance related targets for reliability  
and availability

• Priority support with customisable response times

• Fully parts and labour inclusive, no additional costs or 
discounted labour and parts

• Fix or replace options

• Periodic equipment performance and status reports

• Built-in regular health checks on all equipment

Benefits of the CSP include but are not limited to:

• Year-on-year reduced maintenance costs

• Easy budget management

• Maximised production resulting in reduced downtime

• Year-on-year improved reliability and availability

• Optimised resource usage to accelerate in-house projects

• Reduced lifecycle costs

Rotork staff are dedicated to providing client support  
across all Rotork divisions with the aim of maximising the  
client production cycle. These teams are based out of service 
centres around the world and are complemented by factory-
trained agents.

Our expert technicians support Rotork customers, allowing  
us to deliver on our promise of global solutions backed by  
local service.

We provide a full range of flow control services:

• Emergency and planned service

• Actuator overhauls

• Health checks

• Preventative maintenance

• Retrofitting actuators to existing valves

• Shutdown outages

• Certified inspection and safety checks

• Factory fitting of actuators to new valves

• Plant optimisation

• Repairs and upgrades

• Loan actuator service

• System Integration projects

• Automation projects

Visit www.rotork.com to identify your nearest Rotork 
Site Services centre.

service@rotork.co.uk
01225 733284

service@rotork.co.uk
01225 733284
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Projects, Services and Retrofit

Preventative maintenance

To maximise plant up-time and minimise operating costs we 
offer clients a range of preventative maintenance programmes. 
We tailor the service in every case to reflect the type of 
actuators in service, the availability of asset information and 
the criticality of the plant. 

Automation projects

This is a growing requirement and some of our service teams 
have the wide range of skills necessary to offer a “one-stop-
shop” to automate part or all of a customer’s process. Our 
capabilities cover all of the installation phases (scoping, design, 
procurement, manufacturing, installation, commissioning) on 
the broad scopes that typically surround actuation projects. 

Emergency and planned service

We provide a full range of actuator services, covering any type 
of actuator in any location, including hazardous environments. 
Our services include installation, commissioning and upgrading 
as well as connection and installation of bus communication 
systems. We are also skilled at troubleshooting and repairing 
damaged or deteriorating assets. Depending on your 
requirements, we can offer guaranteed emergency response 
times or planned response.

Shutdown outages

For those customers who run tightly-scheduled shutdowns, 
we engage closely in the project to help meet demanding 
deadlines. A typical example might involve our staff 
removing large numbers of actuators, overhauling them in 
our workshops and re-commissioning them as part of the 
maintenance of a larger unit.

Factory fitting of actuators to new valves

The careful assembly of valve and actuator is critical to ensure 
that an automated valve performs correctly and reliably. Whilst 
this service is often carried out by valve manufacturers, if there 
is a need we can provide this service.

Health checks

To help customers understand the state of their plant and 
assets, to better inform maintenance and replacement 
decisions, we offer full inspection and reporting. In addition to 
a detailed and intrusive inspection of the actuators, we offer 
extra insights from our original factory build data.

Retrofitting actuators to existing valves

We have extensive experience in fitting actuators to valves, 
penstocks and dampers that are already installed as part of 
existing plant. Whether customers are replacing obsolete 
actuators, changing power sources or motorising manual 
valves, we offer a tailor made solution to meet customers’ 
specific requirements.

Actuator overhauls

After a long service life it is sometimes preferable to overhaul 
rather than replacing actuators. In our workshops we 
completely strip and rebuild actuators, returning them to their 
original state.
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UK 
Rotork plc

tel +44 (0)1225 733200
fax +44 (0)1225 333467
email mail@rotork.com

Scan with your 
smart phone for 
more information.

Keeping the World Flowing

www.rotork.com

A full listing of our worldwide sales and 
service network is available on our website.

USA 
Rotork Controls Inc.

tel +1 (585) 247 2304
fax +1 (585) 247 2308
email info@rotork.com


